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12 News-in-brief
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8 The ground is shaking – again

  Antonis D. Papagiannidis says calls for 
eff ective implementation of reforms lead 
the Greek government to a new impasse

50 All freedoms are allowed except one

  Economist and author Nick Papandreou 
asks what is behind Islamic State’s motiva-
tions and says it is not by chance that an 
eruption of terrorist violence is occurring 
in the middle of the deepest crisis that 
capitalism has ever encountered since the 
Great Depression of 1929

ECONOMY AND BONDS

16  Doubts resurface over 

economic rebound

  Doubts over the economy’s ability 
to rebound have grown at the start of 2016, 
with the brake being put on two key for-
eign investments, a diffi  cult pension reform 
ahead and continued uncertainty over the 
next review of the country’s bailout

18  Economic recovery hinges on swift 

bailout review and implementation 

of reforms

  Bank of Greece Governor Yannis Stour-
naras estimates that 2015 ended with a 
small contraction of the Greek economy, 
but sees scope for a rebound in the 
second half of this year if there is a speedy 
conclusion of the country’s fi rst bailout 
review and reforms are implemented

20  Greek bonds eye the review for direction 

  Deadlock in negotiations between the 
Greek government and offi  cial creditors 
has dented a months-long rally in bonds 
and sparked renewed political uncertainty, 
but a successful completion of the review 
could act as a catalyst for an eventual 
return to capital markets later this year

INTERVIEWS

24  Getting down to business

  In an exclusive interview with Business 
File, Theodore Fessas, the Chairman 
of the Hellenic Federation of Enterprises 
(SEV), talks about pension reform, the 
challenges and opportunities facing 
the Greek economy and how to attract 
much-needed foreign investments
By Antonis D. Papagiannidis 
and Alexandra C. Vovolini

FEATURES AND ANALYSIS

BANKING

22  Greek banks aim for a gradual return 

to profi tability in 2016

  Greece’s four systemic banks were 
successfully recapitalised, resulting 
in an increase of private ownership 
across the sector

INVESTMENTS

26  State meddling remains obstacle 

to international investments

  A daunting obstacle for international 
companies entering the Greek market 
is the Greek government’s poor track 
record of interfering in corporate 
aff airs whether or not the state 
is a shareholder
By Kerin Hope

SHIPPING

28  Union of Greek Shipowners 

fi res warning shot at EU 

over taxation issues

  The Union of Greek Shipowners says 
there is no eff ective distortion of competi-
tion in the maritime fi eld in the EU and 
warns that any fundamental changes to 
the institutional and fi scal framework in 
which the Greek shipping community is 
presently operating would have unfore-
seeable consequences that could harm 
Greece and the rest of the EU
By David Glass
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30  China’s Cosco sole bidder for Piraeus Port stake

  China’s port giant Cosco Pacifi c emerged as the only 
bidder for the Greek government’s 67 per cent stake 
up for sale in the Piraeus Port Authority, 
but obstacles remain
By David Glass

34  Classifi cation societies target Greek shipping

  A growing number of leading international ship 
classifi cation societies are focusing on the 
Greek-owned fl eet
By David Glass 

36  Greek owners outspend competitors 

in S&P market 

  Greek shipowners outspent competitors by a long way, 
committing over $7.13 billion on a confi rmed 287 ships, 
accounting for over 21 per cent of ships sold in 2015 
and over 25 per cent of money invested
By David Glass

38  Capital controls hit infl ow of foreign currency 

from Greek shipping

  The Bank of Greece has reported a sharp drop in the infl ow 
of foreign currency into Greece from shipping primarily 
as a result of capital controls and the poor freight markets
By David Glass

40  Greek shipping still top of the world

  A number of Greek shipowners may be considering 
relocating abroad for tax reasons, but the Athens/Piraeus 
shipping cluster is still the most valuable in the world
By David Glass

42  Greek shipping’s shining stars

  The 12th annual Lloyd’s List Greek Shipping Awards 
recognised and rewarded achievement and meritorious 
activity in the Greek shipping industry, as well as 
promoting Greece’s status as a maritime centre

TOURISM

44  Optimism that 2016 will be another record year for tourism

  Greece hopes for another record number of tourists in 2016, 
benefi ting from the projected rise in global tourism, as well 
as more potential visitors who are concerned about upheaval 
and security concerns in other popular tourism destinations
 in Northern Africa and Turkey

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

48  Greek youth and entrepreneurship: 

something is changing 

  The vast majority of university students now have a positive 
view of entrepreneurship. Many want to start their 
own business but are realistic about its prospects and 
the business environment
By Maria Kagkelidou

Visit our site www.economia.gr/en

Follow us:

www.facebook.com/businessfile

Is it Monday?

Keep Calm
and read Antonis D. Papagiannidis’ post at

www.economia.gr/en

The January-February-March issue of Business File went to press on 
January 26, 2016. Our next issue of Business File will be out at the end 
of March, 2016
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